


CAP OFF A GOOD MEETING WITH A GREAT NIGHT
Of course we have the Gateway Arch, but that’s not the only place to get an aerial view.
St. Louis provides plenty of venues for out-of-the-box thinking, like 360’s rooftop bar, where
you can enjoy a cocktail and a bite to eat while checking out the city from above.

Turn your good meeting into a great adventure at explorestlouis.com/meet.

http://explorestlouis.com/meet


T H E Y  S A Y  I T ’ S  J U S T  A N O T H E R  M E E T I N G .

W E  S A Y,  Y O U ’ L L  N E V E R  W A N T  I T  T O  E N D .

After a while on the convention 

circuit, every city starts to blur 

together—until you get to 

Phoenix. Unhurried and wholly 

unexpected, Phoenix is a place 

where connections are forged 

in boardrooms or on urban 

trails. So come, and let Phoenix 

surprise you. Explore more at 

VisitPhoenix.com/meetings.

http://visitphoenix.com
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ABOUT THIS ISSUE 
This first issue of 2018 
highlights inspirational 
content and experiences 
from RCMA’s recent Emerge 
gathering in Omaha. We 
hope it stirs your creativity 
and helps you aspire higher 
in all that you do!
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welcome!
RCMA has partnered with long-time collaborator, IMAGO, as the new producer 
of Aspire Magazine and RCMA Monthly eNews. For the past five years, IMAGO 
has been supporting RCMA in digital, print and marketing communications. 
Now they will bring their expertise in the religious and non-profit markets 
to our flagship communication pieces. For more than a decade, the IMAGO 
communications team has worked on various publishing ventures, and is now 
looking forward to this new endeavor! 

As you flip through the pages of this new magazine, some segments will feel 
familiar. Others will be noticeably new. Changes and improvements to Aspire will 
be ongoing. IMAGO is striving to make this a must-read resource for faith-based 
meeting professionals.  

HERE IS AN OVERVIEW OF THE SEGMENTS OF  
THE NEW ASPIRE MAGAZINE: 
» WELCOME 

A short introduction, usually tied to the magazine theme.

» TIPS & TRENDS 
Practical how-to’s and innovations relevant to our industry.

» RCMA STORIES 
Get-to-know-you interviews with suppliers and planners. 

» FEATURES 
In-depth articles on the magazine theme.

» INSIGHTS 
Reflections from RCMA professionals on the magazine theme (only 
available in some issues).

» DESTINATIONS 
Highlighting a location or venue to consider for your next event. 

» RCMA SPOTLIGHT 
Updates on RCMA events, education and services.

» RCMA COMMUNITY NEWS 
Announcements from RCMA members and friends.  

» INDUSTRY UPDATES 
Venue and property announcements from RCMA suppliers.

» MEETING MATTERS 
Reflections from Dean Jones, RCMA Director of Conferences.

EXECUTIVE EDITOR
Michael Novelli

PRODUCER / 
CREATIVE DIRECTOR

Mark Novelli

SALES & MARKETING 
DIRECTOR
David Wright

http://myrcma.org
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EVENT TRENDS FOR 2018
The good people at Endless Events recently posted an excellent article entitled: 2018 Event 
Trends That Will Shape the Events Industry. Here are the first 5 of the 11 trends they identified:

Read the rest of the trends at helloendless.com/2018-event-trends

EVENT SAFETY  
& SECURITY

Everyone needs to develop an 

event security plan, work with 

local law enforcement, and 

consider both physical and 

digital security issues.

INFUSE LOCAL  
FLAVOR TO EVENTS

Highlighting local talent, attractions, 

gifts, food, and experiences make 

your event something they can’t get 

anywhere else.

UNIQUE VENUES MAKE BOLD 
& MEMORABLE STATEMENTS

Utilizing creative venues can increase 

engagement and interaction. Look for 

venues that express the personality, values, 

and statements of your event. 

GOING ALL OUT WITH 
ENGAGEMENT

For maximum effectiveness, event 

planners must strive to connect 

with all five senses and integrate 

more creative programming.

VIRTUAL ATTENDEES 
GET MORE LOVE

Event planners are exploring 

how virtual reality can 

be used to create richer 

experiences and connectivity. 

tips & trends

1

4 5

2 3

http://myrcma.org
http://helloendless.com/2018-event-trends
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GET SOCIAL (MEDIA) 
DURING YOUR EVENT!
Sharing highlights in real-time during your event is not 

just a great way to deepen participant engagement, it 

is an important marketing tool. You want to attract new 

people by giving glimpses of the featured presentations 

and performances from your event. 

The challenge is that event planners are much too busy 

doing an event to be active on social media. Here are 

some tips to try to elevate your social media game 

during your event:

MAKE A LIST, 
CHECK IT TWICE

Use a social media account like 

Hootsuite to create and queue 

preplanned posts. Scheduling posts 

can be a huge time-saver.

Repost, like, and favorite 
others’ posts about your event. 

Acknowledging people’s posts 

will encourage them to continue 

engaging and sharing about their 

experiences. 

Recruit some of your most loyal 

attendees or volunteers to snap 
pictures and post during sessions. 

Create a buzz! You could incentivize 

them with a gift card, too!

Include social media hashtags and 

accounts on every piece of event 

communication, and mention it 

with slides and verbals during your 

gatherings (make sure your intended 

hashtag isn’t already in use by 

another event).

Sherri Defesche, a 33 year event 

planning vet, wrote an article for 

Social Tables that details a series 

of tips for creating an airtight 

event planning checklist, covering 

everything from the six-month 

advance planning stage to post-

event analysis. She includes sections 

on event design, budgeting, decor, 

program, goals and objectives, and 

many other event planning facets, 

right down to the audience. You 

can read more of How to Create 
an Event Planning Checklist That 
Leads to Flawless Execution at 

socialtables.com.

http://myrcma.org
https://www.socialtables.com/?s=Event+Planning+Checklist


KEEPING IT HEALTHY
Congrex Switzerland shares five ways to incorporate health 

into your next event—and it’s not just about the menu! They do 

have suggestions for catering, but also have tips for including 

physical wellness, choosing healthy venues, sustainability, and 

building health into the culture of your event—step-counting 

with Dean, anybody? Three of the five methods include links 

to further tips about each, including effective venue sourcing 

for your next event, ways to avoid food waste, and creating a 

climate friendly event.

Here are a few tips about creating a healthy venue:

 Furnish the venue in a way that encourages variation 

between standing and sitting during general sessions  

and breakouts—provide standing desks or tables  

where possible.

 Natural light is best and helps with memory efficiency; 

dimmable lighting can complement this when adjusted 

according to time of day and outdoor weather.

 Temperature matters, and access to fresh air is important 

as well.

Check out all Five Tips to Help You Organise A Healthy Event 
at congrex.com/news.

YOU’RE NOT READY TO HAVE AN EVENT!
Kennedy Event’s recent article entitled, You’re Not Ready to Have an Event, points out common 

stumbling points for corporate events, non-profit events, and other events, surfacing potential red flags 

to consider before launching a new project. Budgeting, team cohesiveness, and delusions of grandeur 

are frequent pitfalls that can end an event before it begins. The article ends with a list of signs that you 

are ready to have an event. See which list fits you at kennedyevents.com/blog.

1

2

3

tips & trends
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rcma stories

How long have you been working in the 
meeting industry and what do you enjoy 
about your job? 

I've been working in this industry for 11 years now. I chose to 
work in the hospitality industry because it's just the best way 
to meet people, the best way to service people, and to also 
understand the different cultures and ways that people do things. 

I love the travel that I do. I love meeting the people. I love the 
markets that I cover. For me it's all about the people! It's all about 
servicing and bringing folks to our destination. It's a unique 
opportunity and a small number of people get to do what I do 
everyday. I strive to deal with all situations in a peaceful manner, 
calmly, without getting excited or overly overwhelmed–because  
it could happen in my line of work! 

What do you find meaningful about serving 
faith-based events?

There's something about working with faith-based folks that is 
almost unexplainable. It's a kindness; it's love and caring. 

I love working with faith-based planners because they really 
understand what they need. They work with a purpose. Getting 
to interact with faith-based planners is one of the reasons why I 
love working here.  

What is your favorite thing about RCMA?
What is unique about RCMA is the warmth. [The conference] 
is almost like a family reunion of sorts! It is a spirit-filled 
environment. And that's one of the reasons why I keep coming. 
Plus I do great business with this community! 

The education that RCMA provides stands way above other 
organizations. I always walk away with new information and 
knowledge about the faith-based market. They have certain 
needs depending on the denomination and type of group that 
are unique, and understanding that is really important to me. 

Q

Q

Q

SARA  
MELENDEZ-DAVIS

Sales Manager,  
Experience Kissimmee CVB

http://myrcma.org
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rcma stories

What prompted you to become a  
meeting planner?

I was a youth pastor, but also planned a large city-wide event for 
7,000 people. So when I became part of our denominational staff, 
I actually had the most event experience. I first was overseeing 
the finances for the denomination, and it just made sense that I 
began taking over the event planning also. So, I've been  
in my current role since 2009, and part of my duties also involve 
planning our national convention. 

What do you enjoy about being a part of the 
faith-based market?

In the religious planning market, you become a family. I have 
been doing this a while, so coming to  RCMA events is where I 
get to see some old friends and catch up with them. It is more 
than just an opportunity to network; it is a chance to continue 
forming relationships you have built over the years.  
I enjoy meeting new people! The suppliers really get to showcase 
themselves at Emerge, and it is more of a relaxed atmosphere, 
where you get to take your time and just hang out. 

How has RCMA helped you professionally?
The RCMA workshops have been very helpful, especially when  
I first started and was a young planner. It gave me a basic 
sense of what I should be doing better in the business of event 
planning. The advice has been transformative—especially legal 
and contract advice. I think that's the piece that really can get 
you in trouble as a planner. You can work out some of the hotel 
details and the other logistics, but you really have to understand 
the contracts. 

Now that I'm more of a senior planner, the education sessions 
give me an opportunity to share and give back to the industry.  
A community is about supporting each other! 

Q

Q

Q

GLEN GUYTON
Chief Operating Officer, 
Mennonite Church USA

http://myrcma.org


Greenville, South Carolina – one of the fastest 
growing destinations in the Southeast – has 
quickly become that Greenville. The one with an 

award-winning downtown set against the backdrop of the majestic Blue 
Ridge Mountains. The one with an astonishing collection of restaurants, 
theatres, outdoor entertainment, shops and museums, including North 
America’s premier collections of sacred art. The one with a strong tradition 
of religious practice and diversity that’s as easy to get to and enjoy as it is to 
afford. The one more faith-based organizations are putting at the top of their 
list. Yeah, that Greenville. Learn more online or call us at 800-351-7180.
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Ministry Serving  Ministry
Ridgecrest Conference Center rests beautifully in the breathtaking Blue Ridge Mountains, just off Interstate 40, minutes from Asheville, North Carolina. 

At Ridgecrest, our goal is to offer superb customer service in a Christian environment. Before you even set foot on the campus, Ridgecrest’s staff will be 
praying for you, your event and its attendees. Come spend a few days here and you’ll soon agree with the hundreds of thousands of guests who over the 
last century have said, “There’s just something about Ridgecrest.”

RidgecrestConferenceCenter.org    |   Sales Department: 866.768.9048

Plano has over 5,400 hotel rooms, 

a variety of accommodations, a 

to-die-for restaurant scene, unique 

and entertaining attractions, and 

not to be missed shopping at The 

Shops at Legacy. It all makes for a 

business trip worth sharing. 

 m eet
 then tweet People Connect Here.

visitplano.com

http://ridgecrestconferencecenter.org
http://visitplano.com


Explore the city named the No. 1 Western Town in the U.S. by
True West Magazine in 2016. From the rich history of the National 
Ranching Heritage Center to the awe-inspiring wonder of the 
world’s largest windmill museum, a trip to Lubbock is one they’ll 
never forget.
Plan your trip at VisitLubbock.org/family

The 401 locomotive displayed at the National Ranching Heritage Center.

http://visitlubbock.org/family


Garden of the Gods and Pikes Peak 

Provide limitless inspiration and 
energize your a� endees with the 
vibrant scenery, blue skies, and 
fresh mountain air of the Pikes 
Peak region. Our natural beauty 
is the backdrop for 55 unique 
a� ractions, exceptional amenities 
and convenient access through the 
Colorado Springs Airport. Plan your 
event today and get ready to elevate 
your spirit and your a� endance.

THERE
we’ll get you

VisitCOS.com/meet

http://Visitcos.com/meet
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H
ow do you inspire a room full of meeting planners and suppliers? 

It’s no easy task to surprise and delight professionals who plan 

events and are attuned to every detail. Without question, the 

RCMA staff, in concert with Visit Omaha, strived to serve and inspire in 

each moment. 

As a first-timer at Emerge, it was exhilarating to watch participants enjoy 

their experiences. Emerge 2018 was marked by compassion, tireless 

hospitality, and remarkable examples of giving back. It did not feel like so 

many professional conferences that center on transactions and efficiency. 

This felt more like family; a community of people gaining inspiration and 

insights together to do the best work of their lives. 

If I had to choose a word—it would be inspiration. That’s what I saw on 

display throughout Emerge, wherever we were, whatever we were doing. 

Inspired people working to remind us to live an inspirational existence.

ASPIRE HIGHER!
INSPIRATION FROM EMERGE 2018

BY KEVIN ALTON

myrcma.org   15  
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INSPIRATION  
THROUGH  
HOSPITALITY
Hospitality at an event like 
Emerge obviously begins before 
attendees arrive on site, but our 
first point of welcome took place 
at the Henry Doorly Zoo and 
Aquarium. We gathered over 
tables of delectable food and 
desserts as I watched friends 
reconnect, new friendships 
form, and people of all ages 
enthralled by  all the  
aquarium had to offer. I  
even saw one participant 
playfully interacting with  
a penguin—trailing her  
fingers across the glass as  
the penguin followed.

We were also able to experience the 
zoo in its natural evening rhythm. 
The lights were kept off as we 
visited the animals with nocturnal 
instincts. It was a great experience 
and I truly felt welcomed and 
excited to be at the event.

Our meals together throughout the 
conference were another invitation 
to  engage with and inspire one 
another. RCMA tried something 
different at Emerge this year by 
separating meals from general 
sessions. This created greater 
opportunities to meet new people, 
connect and share our experiences 
with each other. RCMA also provided 
an open evening, because part of 
hospitality is providing space for our 
guests. I heard just as many groups 
plotting to gather at a restaurant 
as I did individuals grateful for an 
opportunity to head back to the 
room and put their feet up. Many 
also gathered with the folks from 
Team Texas to close the night over 
delicious s’mores!

“ABSOLUTELY BEST  
OPENING RECEPTION  

I’VE EVER ATTENDED!!”
#2THUMBSUP #WOW #LOVEDIT 

#THANKYOU  @VISITOMAHA 
— @LORETTAYINGLING

feature

http://myrcma.org
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INSPIRATION  
THROUGH STORY
Our keynotes, each in their own 
way, provided an opportunity to 
engage in their inspired story and 
relate it to our own. We were first 
introduced to Kai Kight, a violinist 
who’s been playing since  the age of 
3. He eventually studied under the 
concertmaster of Kennedy Center 
Opera House Orchestra and has 
created his own path as a classical 
improviser. Kai referenced a favorite 
pause—the silent moment between 
the end of musicians tuning in 
preparation for a concert and when 
the conductor finally takes the stage. 
Before the conductor’s arrival and 
the start of the performance, Kai was 
free to play whatever he wanted in 
preparation. It was in those freeform 

moments Kai found his voice. He 
learned to trust himself and the 
creativity stirring within. As Kai’s 
story unfolded, we learned that he 
repeatedly had to rediscover and 
trust that voice while developing  
as a solo artist. His development 
began with a public humiliation,  
as an individual performance after  
a concert revealed he didn’t have the 
chops to play a written part as well as 
his fellow musicians. The conductor 
cut him on the spot, letting him know 
in front of everyone that he’d played  
his last note with them onstage.

Kai’s story continued in more 
positive tones, celebrating that defeat 
as a launching point. He even shared  
that the piece he entered our general 
session playing had been composed 
that very night as he lingered in 

the band room. It was the voice of 
someone who had been shaped by  
his trials. I have to believe that after 
the band room cleared Kai spent  
more than a moment in silence. 
Somewhere in that silence, he found 
his own melody.

“ARE YOU HEARING 
THE MUSIC RIGHT IN 

FRONT OF YOU?”
#EMERGE2018 #BEPRESENT 

#KAIKIGHT

 — @POPP_KYRA

http://myrcma.org
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Immaculée Ilibagiza followed 
by sharing her heart-wrenching 
experience of surviving the 1994 
Rwandan genocide, which wiped 
out roughly 70% of her Tutsi tribe, 
including most her family. 

She survived by hiding for 91 days 
with seven other women in a tiny 
3 foot by 4 foot bathroom. The 
bathroom was concealed in a  
room behind a wardrobe in the  
home of a Hutu pastor.

There’s not really anything that can 
prepare you to hear the story of a 
survivor. The details  are almost too 
inconceivable for most of us to fully 

comprehend. Hiding in silence for 
91 days only being fed occasionally 
is unimaginable. The palpable grit 
and tension in her story continued to 
escalate until she told us about the 
day the mob arrived, surrounding the 
house to prevent escape, swarming 
throughout it, upending furniture, 
even searching suitcases to leave no 
cockroach—the Hutu epithet for the 
Tutsi—alive, not even their children. 
Immaculée shared her split desire 
between survival and the instinct to 
just throw the door open and end this 
now—how much worse could death 
be than the physical toll that fear had 
already taken?

Immaculée concluded her story with 
her rebirth as a person of hope and 
promise. She found her strength and a 
strength beyond her own, reaching up 
into something greater. Her story since 
has been lived out in gratitude, with 
the knowledge that God is with us, 
inspiring us beyond our circumstances.

“IF I CAN FORGIVE, 
ANYONE CAN 

FORGIVE ”
@ILIBAGIZA #EMERGE2018

 — @DIANEKEPHART

feature
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The final keynote speaker, Horst 
Schulze, reminded us that those 
we interact with on a daily basis 
are the very image of God. That 
gives us an invitation to welcome 
each person as a valued individual, 
listening with great intent to go 
above and beyond in caring for their 
needs–to make your service to others 
deeply personal. This kind of care is 
infectious and inspires others to do 
the same,  leading to excellence. 

Horst pointed out that in business, 
the only way to create excellence is 
by continually looking up. It’s true in 
business, and all of life.

INSPIRATION  
THROUGH EDUCATION
The breakout sessions offered 
everything from beginner’s guides, 
boot camps, and best practices to 
technology, legal, budgeting, and 
the forthrightly dubbed, “Get Your 
Questions Answered” panel session 
of senior planners. I tried to catch as 
many sessions as I could. I started 
in the senior planner panel, then 
checked out Dean Jones’ Beginner’s 
Guide to Record Keeping, Value 
Projections & RFPs, one of the 
required courses in the new CFMP 
track featured in the RCMA Spotlight 
section of this issue. 

The interesting content continued 
on Thursday with important 
sessions regarding advocacy, human 
trafficking, and creating safe ministry 
environments in addition to other 
relevant topics.

The breakouts provided options at 
all levels—novices, intermediate, 
and even content for seasoned 
planners and suppliers. It’s difficult 
for an event to equally engage 
everyone; Emerge was designed for 
it. Regardless of your experience, 
strengths, or weaknesses, the 
breakout sessions at Emerge have 
your next step in mind.

myrcma.org   19  
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INSPIRATION THROUGH 
CONNECTION
We, the new publishers for RCMA, 
had a great set up in the expo room, 
located right near all the activity. 
So many wonderful suppliers and 
planners stopped by to say hello. 
We were delighted by your stories, 
your evident friendships, and your 
willingness to just sit and connect 
for awhile. Most of it wasn’t even 
shop talk; once we got past basic 
introductions, we learned about 
families at home, struggles in faith 
and ministry, and even the occasional 
rundown on where the best goodies 
were in the room. (Phoenix’s 
umbrellas, right?)

When we weren’t visiting with 
you  in the expo room, we were 
mingling with you and our suppliers, 
watching you making connections, 
getting questions answered, and 
vision casting for the future. At the 
risk of wearing out the word, it was 
inspiring. You represent so much 
ministry happening in this world—it 
was truly inspiring to be with you, 
and it’s deeply moving to think of 
the great work being done when 
we’re apart.

Thanks for making my first Emerge 
a great one. See you next year in 
Greensboro.

Kevin Alton attended RCMA’s 

annual Emerge event in Omaha. 

He has over a decade of writing 

and editing experience in 

religious publishing. Among 

other endeavors, Kevin is 

currently working toward a 

Masters of Psychology research 

degree at the University of 

Tennessee at Chattanooga.
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Host your event in Greater Fort Lauderdale, where blue sky thinking  and big savings come with the territory. Receive up to 
$10k in cash rebates when you book. Restrictions apply. See rewards at sunny.org/meetingdeals or call 800-356-1662.

Join us for The South Florida Synergy Summit for Cultural and Heritage 
Tourism, May 16-18, 2018. culturalheritagesummit.com

brighter

CVB3230_RCMA FP_Yacht with Chat_03_mech.indd   1 2/15/18   5:41 PM
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The Ocean Center is located in the heart of one of America’s favorite family  destinations. It’s 
the perfect venue for meetings and conventions large and small, exhibitions, 

entertainment events and sporting competitions. And when the meeting breaks,
the ocean awaits. Book the Ocean Center and the best staff in the business 

will make your next event your best event.  

The Great Florida Venue 
D A Y T O N A  B E A C H

101 N. Atlantic Ave. | Daytona Beach, FL 32118
800.858.6444 | oceancenter.com

The great Florida venue!

“ Detroit is infused 
with art and abuzz
with transformative 
change.” – Toronto Star

Detroit is creating its own art world, with 
artists of all kinds coming here to be 
inspired. From exploring great masters 
at the world-class Detroit Institute of 
Arts or enjoying street art in Eastern 
Market, you’ll fi nd Detroit a very colorful 
and compelling canvas.
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HOW DO 
SUPPLIERS 

SEE US?

PERCEPTIONS  
OF RELIGIOUS  
PLANNERS &  
EVENTS

feature

BY KEVIN ALTON
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I attended the Understanding the Religious Market education 
session offered at Emerge 2018, co-led by Dean Jones, 
Director of Conferences and Events for RCMA and Tommy 

Keown, Account Manager for Arrowhead Conferences & 
Events. The room was nearly full, and about 85% were CVB 
representatives, by a show of hands. 

What followed in that session felt like a mirror held up to 
the religious planning community, and I thought it would 
be valuable to pass along the content of that session to our 
planners—to let you take a look in the mirror, so to speak. To be 
clear, this isn’t a criticism of religious planners. My hope is that 
you’ll see places in this article where you’re already doing well 
and others where you might be able to improve.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Suppliers often encounter faith-based meeting planners who 
wear multiple hats, have little meeting planning training, and are 
temporary or elected into their roles. If that’s an apt description 
of you as a planner, embrace it. Yes, you can get better, but don’t 
try to represent yourself as more experienced than you are. 
Questions are good; honesty is your friend.

The suppliers were advised on areas where religious planners 
tend to try to save money — room rates, food and beverage 
packages, meeting space rental, parking fees, audio-visual 
equipment, and Wi-Fi access (nearly every area, if you are 
keeping track). Suppliers were encouraged to help planners 
avoid surprises, as well as find creative ways to offer cost 
savings. In your next planning meeting make sure to identify the 
items that are most important to you, and where you’ve got the 
most flexibility.

For less experienced planners, the financial side of an event can 
be daunting. Even for experienced planners, money constraints 
can make things like required deposits—sometimes months 
or years in advance—difficult or impossible. Be clear when 
communicating with suppliers regarding specific financial needs. 
If you need any items specifically addressed in your contract, 
bring that up as soon as possible in your planning process—there 
may be third-party providers involved, and additional time may 
be required to accommodate those requests.

PLANNER 
TAKEAWAYS
» Ask questions and be 

honest about your level of 

experience. 

» Communicate clearly upfront 

your financial needs and 

limitations with suppliers. 

» Know the unique needs of 

your group and be prepared 

to address those early on in 

the planning process.

» Make a list of things you 

presume would be included 

in your costs and what would 

be additional charges.

» If you have a known 

weakness in an area of 

planning (A/V is a common 

one) don’t hesitate to ask for 

advice from other planners 

prior to meeting with 

suppliers.

» If there is complicated 

language in your contract, 

don't be afraid to ask the 

supplier to clarify or even 

simplify the language. 

» Complimentary breakfast, 

Wi-Fi, and parking are 

becoming more common but 

aren’t a guarantee. Be sure to 

ask in advance if you know 

your group would like these 

amenities included.

http://myrcma.org
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BUDGET CONSIDERATIONS
Beginning with your site visit, there are a host of cost 
and budget items to navigate. Handling the costs 
associated with a site visit varies from destination to 
destination. Some destinations will cover flight and 
hotel costs, others may expect you to cover it up front 
and credit it against your eventual contract. Don’t 
wonder. Ask.

Audio visual needs can be one of the trickier areas 
to negotiate, often due to unclear expectations from 
both sides. Suppliers should be specific about what is 
included and which items require additional charges. 
Itemize your audio visual needs—the more you know 
about how many screens, microphones, lights, or 
cameras you need, the sooner the supplier can you let 
you know what may be included.

Many religious groups don’t consume alcohol, which 
limits a significant revenue source for hotels and other 
suppliers. Be clear up front (especially with your CVB 
contact) about what your group's needs in this area 
are, and what other food and beverage options could 
enhance your event. 

Complimentary breakfast, Wi-Fi, and parking are 
becoming more common but aren’t a guarantee. Be 
sure to ask in advance if these amenities are included. 
Religious planners are often surprised by charges—if it’s 
not parking and Wi-Fi, it’s tax and service charges on 
top of the food and beverage minimums or resort fees 
on top of room rates. Suppliers aren’t trying to nickel 
and dime planners, but asking for clarity on all charges 
(or consolidation of things like room rates and resort 
fees) can shed light on potential surprises and ensure 
you’re creating a successful event budget.

CONTRACT CONSIDERATIONS
Many religious organizations have boards or 
committees that are a part of the decision making 
process. This can make approval processes seem 
sluggish to our suppliers. Do what you can to streamline 
those processes, and make it clear to your organization 
the importance of expediency.

Don’t wait to plan the specifics of your food and 
beverage needs—rushing those decisions makes for 
messy details. Do you want buffets or plated meals? 
Water in bottles or pitchers? Do you have specific 
dietary needs? 

“MANY SUPPLIERS 

HAVE A WEALTH  

OF EXPERIENCE 

AND KNOWLEDGE 

THAT THEY ARE 

GLAD TO SHARE 

WITH YOU. LOOK TO 

THE SUPPLIER AS 

AN ALLY INSTEAD 

OF AN ADVERSARY.”

feature
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Be clear about your needs and ask questions about them 
sooner rather than later. Unless you’re a concessions 
expert, ask for help understanding what’s available to 
you—what is a must-have vs. a might-want.

Hotels charge an attrition penalty if an event uses fewer 
hotel rooms than were reserved in the signed contract; 
don’t get caught off-guard. Remember, the supplier is 
your friend; they don’t want you paying for empty rooms, 
either. Bring your event history to the conversation and 
ask for help figuring out what you need. How many 
comp rooms are included in your contract? What is the 
policy for adjusting your room block?  

If there is complicated language in your contract, don't 
be afraid to ask the supplier to clarify or even simplify 
the language.  

In the spirit of the potluck supper, many religious groups 
attempt to save costs by bringing their own food. Many 

properties will not allow this, as it could be considered a 
heath-code violation. Find out what is allowed and what is 
not. If you have a specific request (youth ministry events 
love eating pizza right out of the box), ask in advance. 

The bring-it-yourself violations can extend beyond 
mealtime—be sure to ask in advance if you can bring 
your own audio visual equipment.

Many suppliers have a wealth of experience and knowledge 
that they are glad to share with you. Look to the supplier 
as an ally instead of an adversary. In some instances, 
suppliers are great mentors for meeting planners. 

Remember to ask your supplier about hits and misses with 
previous planners running events similar to yours. These 
conversations can save you some headaches, eliminate 
surprises, and foster great ongoing relationships.

» What is the role of the sales director and 

convention services manager?  

Who will I be working with? 

» What terminology am I not familiar with in my 

communication with my supplier? (You can’t create 

an RFP until you know what an RFP is. If you don’t 

recognize something, speak up.)

» What are the deadlines for deposits, room setups, 

food selections, etc? Ask for a schedule of due 

dates so deadlines don’t creep up on you.

» Is there a format I should use for rooming lists? 

» Who is the contact person at the Convention and 

Visitor's Bureau? How can I utilize their services?

» How can I avoid participants booking outside 

of our room block?

» What other groups will be present at the hotel 

or event location while we’re there? (Avoid 

incompatibility and know what to expect.)

» Can I save money if my dates are flexible?  

(Based on demand, you could be 

unintentionally booking during a peak week; 

flexing a few days could save you on food  

or lodging.)

» What else can the supplier help me 

understand about my type of event?  

(Lean into the supplier as a resource.)

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

myrcma.org   29  
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destinations

CHATTANOOGA 
THE SCENIC CITY
O

ver the last 20 years Chattanooga has transformed, with a boom of 
amenities, culture, and employment, as its growth caught the attention 
of corporations like Volkswagen and Amazon.

Chattanooga’s official nickname is “Scenic City,” and it doesn’t take much of 
a look around to see why. Mountains provide the backdrop for a downtown 
area that features a rich history and vibrant revitalization, embraced in the 
bend of the Tennessee River. Its commitment to future growth is evident in 
its development of an Innovation District—the first mid-size city to create one. 
Located in the heart of downtown, the District bisects three existing districts 
and aims to be the driver of Chattanooga’s creative, entrepreneurial 21st century 
economy. This dense and walkable area contains the city’s main downtown 
public spaces, tech startups, entertainment hotspots, coffee shops, eateries, 
pubs, parks, EPB, Tomorrow Building (micro-living apartments) as well as 
access to the bike share program and free electric shuttle. 

http://myrcma.org
http://goeshow.com
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Voted twice as the “Best Town Ever” by Outside magazine 
and named one of “The 52 Places to Go in 2018” in the 
world by the New York Times, Chattanooga proves to be 
one of the South’s top meetings destinations. Planners 
that held meetings in Chattanooga give the city a 98% 
customer satisfaction rate (measured by UniFocus Post 
Meeting Surveys). They note how their “Chattanooga 
Experience” of personal attention, efficiency, flexibility, 
and commitment made an incredible impression on them 
and has them eager to return.

According to Meetings Focus magazine, “Planners 
looking for something different and a little edgy will find 
plenty of true adventure in the Chattanooga area.” The 
Tennessee Aquarium and Lookout Mountain both made 
USA Today’s 10 Best list for Tennessee attractions, and 
the Songbird Guitar Museum, housed at the renowned 
Chattanooga Choo-Choo surrounded by restaurants and 
music venues, was recently voted one of USA Today’s 10 
Best new attractions in the country. Chattanooga even 
has its own typeface.

destinations

“Planners looking 
for something 
different and a 
little edgy will 
find plenty of true 
adventure in the 
Chattanooga area.”

http://myrcma.org
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What makes Chattanooga  
a great meeting destination?
 
VIP SERVICE 
Chattanooga works hand-in-hand with you and their partners to 
provide the following complimentary services:

» Destination and hotel insights

» Tours of city, hotel, and event venues

» Assist with vendors such as transportation and catering

» Gather property proposals in one comprehensive package

EXCELLENT HOTEL & MEETING FACILITIES 
Chattanooga can accommodate groups from 10 to 15,000 at a 
variety of first-class meeting and exhibit spaces. The Chattanooga 
Convention Center is one of the Top 10 Green Convention Centers 
in the nation and boasts 185,000 square feet of flexible meeting 
space – all on one level. In addition, there are many unique off-
site venues such as the Tennessee Aquarium, Hunter Museum of 
American Art, Tivoli Theatre, Bessie Smith Cultural Center, AT&T 
Field, and Songbirds Guitar Museum. Downtown offers 2,500 guest 
rooms, with an additional 8,500 rooms 5-15 minutes away. 

LOTS OF NEW 
Chattanooga is continuously evolving and growing, so you’ll 
always find new events, attractions, hotels, and restaurants 
popping up all over the city. Over the past year, they’ve opened 
the Songbirds Guitar Museum, the Lemur Forest exhibit at the 
Tennessee Aquarium, the Hop On/Hop Off trolley tours, and more. 
Ruby Falls and the Chattanooga Choo Choo are investing $20 
million each in expansions and upgrades. 

INCREDIBLE FOOD
 The city is filled with incredible, locally-owned restaurants that 
prepare seasonal menus. The Chattanooga Convention Center’s 
culinary team was the first in the nation to incorporate a farm-to-
table program. When possible, they use locally/in-state sourced 
bread, meat, cheese, and coffee, and fruits and vegetables are 
grown from seed specifically for the center.  

http://myrcma.org
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What does Chattanooga have to offer 
to youth groups, artistic groups, or 
other special groups?

Outdoor events, festivals, activities, offsite locations 
such as Southside Social (a vibrant games focused 
entertainment venue), shopping, attractions, pottery, 
glass-blowing, art museums—again, all in a compact 
location. Team building opportunities are available, 
and for art groups, we have galleries, public art, art 
education, great museums, and art parks including 
Sculpture Fields and Main Terrain. We are a fun and 
trendy city with a lot of local art.

What makes Chattanooga a standout 
destination for FAITH-BASED events?

Planners will find lots of local support from the 
churches and community — we are located in the center 
of the Bible Belt. Our strong religious culture makes it 
easy for conferences to find local sponsor churches for 
planning and congregation use. Just ask some of the 
people we’ve worked with in the past!

“The charm of Chattanooga holds 
up year after year. Our attendees 
never exhaust all the restaurants 
and activities!” 

— DOUG COUCH 

STATE MISSIONARY, GEORGIA BAPTIST MISSION BOARD

Q Q

Q

Q

What surprises event planners most 
about Chattanooga?

Chattanooga has so much to offer in such a condensed 
space. We have the amenities of a larger city but 
without the hassle! Our downtown is surrounded by 
natural beauty; it’s compact, walkable, and safe; and it’s 
filled with restaurants, shopping, history, attractions, 
and outdoor activities all within walking distance or via  
the free electric shuttle, bike share, and the  
Hop On/Hop Off Trolly.

What do planners find most helpful 
about Chattanooga?

Chattanooga has such an accessible location—just a 
short drive from Nashville, Knoxville, Birmingham, 
Huntsville, and Atlanta, and an airport minutes from 
downtown. Our record with planners in the past 
demonstrates the ease of doing business with our CVB 
and its partners. We have strong customer service 
offering quick, friendly response. Planners will love 
Chattanooga’s affordability—we have hotels, meeting 
space, restaurants, and activities to match any budget. 
There’s even a free electric shuttle threading through 
most of our downtown area. Chattanooga features 
lots of green spaces and parks, including the local 
favorite, Miller Park which is being transformed with an 
ongoing renovation. The unique activity schedule offers 
a wide variety of events throughout the year. There 
are little to no transportation costs to get attendees to 
offsite events, moving attendees from the Convention 
Center to hotels, or getting them around the city during 
their free time.      

Aspire sat down with team from the Chattanooga CVB  
to find out more about their fabulous city...Q&A

» Contact the Chattanooga CVB 
Dawn Gilbert    dawng@chattanoogacvb.com 

chattanoogafun.com

Q

destinations
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RCMA spotlight

» Contact the Chattanooga CVB 
Dawn Gilbert    dawng@chattanoogacvb.com 

chattanoogafun.com

The CFMP certification was created in an effort to provide 
a baseline of education for our members. Many faith-based 
planners are thrust into their positions for a variety of 
reasons, and often find their responsibilities are suddenly 
beyond their skill set when it comes to event planning. 

The CFMP program is designed to address several topics 
which should cover the basics needed to succeed. There 
are eight  topics required for planners and eight  topics 
required for suppliers. Four of the topics are the same for 
each group, and four are unique to each group. 

Each class will be offered either in person at an official 
RCMA event, or online, via the RCMA membership portal.

Once each class is completed, an online, multiple choice 
test must be taken to show comprehension of the required 
material. An 80% grade is considered passing. The tests 
will be accessed once the RCMA office is notified of the 
class being completed. A link will be sent to the member 

1. Terminology/Acronyms/Definitions

2. Contracts

3. Budgeting

4. Exhibit Management

5. Best Practices

6. Risk Management/Safety/Security

7. Record Keeping/Event History/RFPs

8. Food & Beverage Management/ 

Onsite Operations

to access the online test. Once completed, the RCMA 
office will be notified and your score will be recorded.

As the program content is engaged much time will have 
lapsed; therefore, each class will stand on its own merit 
and testing, and no comprehensive test will be required at 
the completion of the eight required classes.

There is no fee required for planners or suppliers to 
view courses or take tests. Upon completion of all eight  
required classes and tests, planners will be awarded 
a certificate of completion and will receive the CFMP 
credentials at no charge. Upon completion of all eight  
required classes and tests, suppliers will also be awarded 
a certificate of completion and will receive the CFMP 
credentials for a fee of $199 to cover costs of the program.

There are currently five courses available for viewing and 
completion. Additional courses will be announced via 
email as the content is finalized.

1. Understanding the Religious Market

2. Effective Communication

3. Understanding Denominations

4. Supplier as Educator

5. Best Practices

6. Risk Management/Safety/Security

7. Record Keeping/Event History/RFPs

8. Food & Beverage Management/ 

Onsite Operations

NEW CERTIFICATION 
TRACK FOR  
FAITH-BASED MEETING 
PROFESSIONALS

rcma spotlight

» REQUIRED PLANNER TOPICS » REQUIRED SUPPLIER TOPICS

http://myrcma.org
mailto:dawng@chattanoogacvb.com
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http://myrcma.com/cfmp
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October 29 - November 1, 2018

Hilton Rose Hall Resort, Montego Bay

myrcma.org/jamaica

April 11  |  Nashville Airport Marriott
April 25  |  Colorado Springs Doubletree Hotel
TBA |  Indianapolis, Dallas, Chicago

myrcma.org/thelearningtable

THE JAMAICA EXPERIENCE 
RCMA REGIONAL EVENT

THE LEARNING TABLE 
LUNCH & GREAT CONNECTIONS!

WATCH THE 
EMERGE 2018  
HIGHLIGHTS  
VIDEO!

myrcma.org/emerge

RCMA is excited to launch The Learning Table. These 3-hour events 
have three main elements—conversation, education and food. Each 
Learning Table event will be hosted by a venue, which will be the 
exclusive supplier in the room. Locations are strategically selected  
near sizable groups of faith-based planners and will allow easy  
access, minimal impact on schedules, and provide a great  
opportunity for connection to the RCMA community. 

RCMA spotlightrcma spotlight
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rcma community news

RCMA BOARD UPDATE
Returning and new board members were affirmed in  

at the RCMA Business Meeting during Emerge 2018. 

REAFFIRMED BOARD MEMBERS  
(ADDITIONAL 3 YEAR TERM)

Denise Searcy, Sheraton/Westin Birmingham Hotels

Joel Weinberger, Yeshiva of Los Angeles

NEW BOARD MEMBERS (3 YEAR TERM)

Katherine DiPietro, Irving CVB, National Sales Manager

Kurt Kjellstrom, Kenneth Copeland Ministries 

REAFFIRMED BOARD OFFICERS 
Melvin Tennant (Chair), President and CEO, Meet Minneapolis 

Keith Kershaw (Vice Chair), Director of Convention Planning,  

Church of God in Christ

Marvin Schmucker (Treasurer), MHS Alliance

Steve Biffle (Secretary), Treasurer, The Fellowship Network  

RETIRING BOARD MEMBER: 
Jackie Walker, Church of God

RCMA BOARD 
RECOMMENDATIONS
RCMA is accepting 
recommendations for  
members of the association's 
board of directors, who will  
serve from 2019-2022.

According to the bylaws, 
the nominating committee 
will consider nominations 
from voting members of 
the association if each such 
nomination is submitted to  
the RCMA office by the first 
Monday of June.

From the nominations received 
from the members and from 
candidates identified by the 
nominating committee, the 
nominating committee will 
select a slate of nominees to be 
presented at the association's 
annual meeting, in accordance 
with RCMA bylaws; no additional 
nominations shall be accepted 
during that meeting.

Contact the RCMA office for a 
copy of the nominating form.

http://myrcma.org
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THANK YOU, JUDY!!
LONGTIME RCMA STAFF JUDY VALENTA RETIRING

When did you start working at RCMA? What interested you about the job? 
In the Spring of 1991 my family moved to Indianapolis. I met Dr. Woodring, the president of RCMA 

at the time, and his wife, Donna, just by chance in a hospitality suite in the Hoosier Dome during the 

Final Four. By the end of the evening he asked if I would be interested in working for RCMA. Since 

my children were very young at that time, I offered to start that fall on a part time basis when they 

went back to school. I really didn't understand what RCMA was all about and had never worked for 

an association in the past. 

How did your role at RCMA change over the years? 
Early on I was hired to answer phones, process the planner and supplier membership dues and 

conference registration fees, prospect for new members, and send out all correspondence (which was 

extremely time consuming, since Al Gore had not yet invented the internet).  

As time went on and Dr. Woodring’s long-time assistant, Barbara Main retired, I shifted into her role. 

I became very hands on with all aspects of the annual conference, securing sponsors, creating the 

trade show floor plans, working with the decorators, speakers, educational leaders, plus many more 

duties—including magazine editing. I learned early on that in the meeting planning industry you 

wear many hats! 

After Dr Woodring’s retirement in 2012, Harry Schmidt became our new president. He had a much 

different leadership style and created positions for a Director of Conventions & Meetings (Dean 

Jones), Director of Finance (Debbie Hochstetler), VP of Partner Relations (David Wright) and 

Special Projects Coordinator (which was me). This is when we became known as the RCMA Team! 

We all had individual expertise and talents in specified areas we could focus on.

rcma community news
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What has made your job enjoyable and fun? 
The relationships that have been forged through the years with planners and suppliers and all the 

people I encountered along the way. They have all been loyal friends and truly care about me both 

personally and professionally.

What is one memory from an RCMA event that stays with you? 
This is really a difficult question to answer. I have a special memory from each and every RCMA event 

I have been to over the last 24 years. Each event is so unique and has something special to take away, 

from location, to speakers, the entertainment, and some of our unusual places where we have held our 

opening receptions, like this year at the Henry Doorly Zoo in Omaha.

What will you miss about working at RCMA? 
The people, the feeling of community and the entire “RCMA Family.” Working for an association and 

its leaders that are so loyal and passionate to the organization and its members they represent.

What are you looking forward to in your retirement? 
After working hard the last 24 years and always trying to balance family and work, I am really looking 

forward to spending more quality time with friends, my children, 11 grandchildren and sharing 

memories past with my 91 year old mother. My husband John and I love to travel and plan to do a lot 

more of that. My bucket list isn’t as full as it used to be, but topping that list is to go on some mission 

trips. I am looking to God to see how He wants me to serve on my next journey.

Q

Q

Q

Q

ARROWHEAD FOUNDER  
ENOCH WILLIAMS  
ANNOUNCES RETIREMENT
After 40 years of ministry and leadership, Enoch Williams retired and  

passed on his leadership to Arrowhead veteran Scott Falk on January 1, 2018.

Enoch’s involvement in Arrowhead predates its very existence, having 

worked with Cru (formerly Campus Crusade for Christ) since 1973. 

Arrowhead was founded as a subsidiary of Cru in 1986. Scott Falk has worked with Enoch for more 

than 20 years at Arrowhead, and as they began creating a succession plan, Scott emerged as the 

natural choice. Enoch will remain on board to assist in the transition through March.

The RCMA community is invited to bid farewell to Enoch personally at a March celebration: 

“So that I may thank you personally for allowing me to live out my passion these past 40 

years, I would be honored if you would join the Arrowhead team, along with my wife and me, 

in Roanoke, VA on March 6, 2018, prior to the Christian Meetings & Conventions Association 

(CMCA) 2018 Showcase. It has been a privilege to work alongside you as we have served in 

ministry together.”  

Read more at arrowheadconferences.org.

http://myrcma.org
http://arrowheadconferences.org/president/
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industry updates

MORE THAN OK IN OKC
In 1993, Oklahoma City residents voted to approve a 1-cent, 
short-term sales tax in order to better their community. They’ve 
kept that tax active ever since, generating hundreds of millions of 
dollars in community improvement.

This June, Oklahoma City breaks ground on a new $288M 
convention center with an Omni hotel next door. They are also 
preparing to welcome a modern streetcar this November! The 
streetcar will service the conference center and the 70 acre 
downtown Scissortail Park under development just west of the 
convention center. Scissortail Park will play host to recreation, 
concerts, art, sports fields, and much more.

Contact the Oklahoma City CVB through their website,  
VisitOKC.com.

You deserve a new perspective 
on meetings of faith.

Bring your meeting to life in Virginia Beach at vbmeetings.com

http://myrcma.org
http://VisitOKC.com
http://RCMANEWS.COM
http://vbmeetings.com


You deserve a new perspective 
on meetings of faith.

Bring your meeting to life in Virginia Beach at vbmeetings.com

http://vbmeetings.com
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Thought you knew us? 
Meet the new us.

C O N V E N T I O N  C E N T E R
WINSTON  -  SALEM NORTH CAROLINA

With a multimillion dollar Convention Center renovation  
and more than $1.5 billion invested downtown, Winston-Salem  
is renovating more than buildings. We’re Reinventing the Meeting.  
Join the thousands of delegates, meeting planners and groups finding inspiration (and cool meeting space) in 
the newly reinvented Benton Convention Center, the centerpiece of Winston-Salem’s reinvented downtown. 
Contact either Christian Schroeder, Director of Sales and Services, at Christian@VisitWinstonSalem.com,  
336.728.4218, or Diamond Sanders, Sales Manager, at Diamond@VisitWinstonSalem.com, 336.728.4207.

®

ReinventYourMeeting.com

http://visitwinstonsalem.com


ESCAPE 
THE 
ORDINARY
Grand Wayne Center is more than an event  facility — it’s 
an experience, carefully  crafted to simplify every event  
planner’s To-Do list with: 

• Luxurious, carpeted meeting and expo spaces

• On-site AV, catering, and event management
• Free high performance WiFi for up to 5,000 users
• Fort Wayne, Indiana’s friendly, bustling downtown  amenities 

STATS:  
• 225,000 sf of divisible, carpeted, fully equipped  event spaces   
•  4500 theatre  •  3100 banquet  •  2880 classroom  •  18 meeting rooms   
•  500 attached guest rooms and covered parking  •  Free WiFi and Room set  
•  Complimentary event hosting and Guest experience enhancements.

120 West Jefferson Boulevard  |  Fort Wayne, IN 46802   |  grandwayne.com  |  260.426.4100  
LeeAnn Solosky
Sales Manager

Babette Record
Event Manager

Jeremy Bugge
A/V Technician

The Midwest’s Favorite Drive-To Destination!
Easy by Air via Fort Wayne International (FWA).

GWCC-RCMA HalfPgH.indd   1 3/1/18   9:59 AM

http://myrcma.org/emerge
http://grandwayne.com
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Lincoln, Nebraska’s family-friendly hospitality, intimate- to arena-sized 

venues, central location, and all around affordability lends itself to 

gatherings that empower, inspire, and connect. 

When an event goes this well, 
you know it was meant to be. 

Plan for more at lincoln.org/meet. 

BELIEVED IT.
RECEIVED IT.

Colorado Springs CVB 14 
800.888.4748 | VisitCOS.com/meet

Detroit Metro CVB 24 
800.DETROIT | visitdetroit.com

eShow 30 
847.620.4218 | mike.horton@goeshow.com

Explore St. Louis INSIDE FRONT COVER  
800.916.8938 | explorestlouis.com

Grand Wayne Convention Center 46 
260.426.4100 | grandwayne.com 

Greater Fort Lauderdale CVB 22 
800.22.SUNNY | sunny.org

Greensboro Area CVB 21, 23 & 25 
336.274.2282 | VisitGreensboroNC.com

LifeWay Ridgecrest Conference Center 12 
828.669.8022 | ridgecrestconferencecenter.org 

Lincoln CVB 47 
800.423.8212 | lincoln.org/meet

Lubbock CVB 13 
800.692.4035 | visitlubbuck.org

Montego Bay Convention Centre 44 
876.622.9330 | mobaycentre.com 

Myrtle Beach Convention Center 42 & 43 
800.537.1690  
MyrtleBeachConventionCenter.com

Ocean Center 24 
800.858.6444 | oceancenter.com

Omaha CVB INSIDE BACK COVER 
866.937.6624 | visitomaha.com

Plano Convention & Visitors Bureau 12 
800.81.PLANO | visitplano.com

Virginia Beach CVB 41 
(757) 385-4700 | vbmeetings.com

Visit Frisco CVB BACK COVER 
877.463-7472 | visitfrisco.com 

Visit Greenville 11 
800.717.0023 | visitgreenvillesc.com 

Visit Phoenix 01 
877.CALLPHX | faithinphoenix.com 

Visit Winston-Salem 45 
866.728.4200 | visitwinstonsalem.com

ADVERTISE WITH US! 
David Wright • 770.633.9602 

dwright@rcmaweb.org 

aspire

advertisers index

http://myrcma.org
http://lincoln.org/meet
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meeting matters

“Some people try to turn back their odometers. Not me, I want people to know ‘why’  
I look this way. I’ve traveled a long way and some of the roads weren’t paved.”  
– Will Rogers

I love a good quote! I also love stories. If you spend much time with me, I rarely answer a 
question without telling a story behind the answer. Even my wife can attest to this. Almost 
every gift I’ve ever given her has come with a story—about why I selected it, what prompted 
its purchase, or why I didn’t buy the other thing she asked for.

Stories are the lifeblood of our journey. They create depth to our existence; otherwise, it’s 
just the endless cycle of life – wake, eat, dress, work, eat, sleep… They offer a glimpse into 
our experiences, friends, choices, motives, and faith.

I’m a man of few words—until it comes to telling a story. The words come flowing out as 
I recall a trip, an encounter, an opportunity. It’s a great way to recall the best and worst of 
times, and to be reminded of how great life really is and how truly blessed I am.

Will Rogers reminds us that many would choose to re-live, or turn back the odometer—
request a do-over, or have regret in their decisions. But in reality, we all make decisions, 
good or bad, and there’s really not an opportunity for a do-over. We can only live with the 
lessons learned from those choices, from going left instead of right to saying a word that we 
instantly regretted. As expected, those experiences help create the why of our journey. 

We just finished the journey of Emerge 2018 in Omaha. It was a two-year journey for me. 
Initial visit, site visits, dialogue, floor plans, conversations, prayers, programming, mistakes, 
food & beverage guarantees, friends, airline tickets, even some bats…. It was a good 
journey—filled with stories. A long journey, with some unpaved roads. Territory that hadn’t 
been explored before.

I left Emerge with a lot of new stories, which you’ll be hearing for the rest of my life. Stories, 
which when woven together, create a beautiful journey that we all are on. One that compels 
us to live life together, to hug tighter, smile bigger, cry more often, and feel more deeply the 
bond that brings us together. The community of faith.

I trust you seek out stories in your journey—ones that you hear from others, and those 
you tell from your own experience. Events are filled with opportunities to share—from the 
platform, in the hallway and around the table. Don’t overlook a chance to share from your 
experience. You never know who needs to hear about your journey as they struggle with 
their own!

Don’t roll back the odometer! Press forward, across the unpaved path—look for opportunity 
and share your experiences! Be careful out there!

DEAN JONES, CMP
RCMA Director of 
Conferences & Events 

The Power of Story

“…we all make 
decisions, good or 
bad, and there’s 
really not an 
opportunity for a 
do-over. We can 
only live with the 
lessons lived from 
those choices…” 

http://myrcma.org


WE CAN’T SAY IT ENOUGH

“THANK YOU” 

OCVB054-01 Aspire Spring 2018
Omaha Convention & Visitors Bureau 
Color:  4/color
Size:  T - 9”x10.75””  B - 9.25”x11””

VisitOmaha.com/meetings

Hosting RCMA Emerge 2018 and meeting your members reminds us that contributions, 
big and small, can make a difference. Like us, you care about community, you care about 
fostering an environment of understanding, where diversity in customs, cultures and 
religions can come together, and you care about making a difference - and you did. 
The time you spent giving back to Omaha nonprofits benefited our community and 
made a lasting impression. Thank you, Thank You, Thank you!

http://visitomaha.com/meetings


http://visitfrisco.com/unexpected



